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Dakota, Sean, Mya, and Audrey check 
out the magnifying ipad at the Longway 
Planetarium.  

  
      Brazil's Indigenous Olympics 

By Randy H 
 

While the World Olympics take place      
every four years, Brazil indigenous     
Olympic event takes place every     
year. This year's event was held in       
the Northeastern State of    
Pernambuco on November 30th. The     
event, which lasts one week,     
attracted over 1,000 athletes and is      
the world's largest gathering of     
Indians, representing over 40 Indian     
tribes. Indigenous games such as     
spear throwing, canoe racing,    
archery, dart blowing and foot racing      
one requires runners to carry with      
them 200 pound tree trunks on their       
shoulders. 
_____________________________ 

Panda Bao Bao 
Begins Her New Life  
                  By.Hailey 
On February 21 a giant panda      
named Bao Bao was taking a trip to        
her new home in China. The National       
Zoo resident began the morning with      
a hearty breakfast preparing 17     
pounds of bamboo and 5.4 pounds      
of leaf eater biscuits. Bao Bao was       
flown 8,300 miles from her old home       
to her new home. At age five, Bao        
Bao will enter the center’s breeding      
program and hopefully help the giant      
panda population by giving birth to a       
cub or two. They are hoping to have        
another cub soon! 
 

 

 

 

CPS Tiger Pride!!! 

12-Year Old Girl Finds Ancient 
Egyptian Amulet 

By: Julia W. 
A 12 year old Israeli girl named       
Neshama Spielman discovered an    
ancient Egyptian amulet during the     
Temple Mount Sifting Project. The     
amulet dates back more then 3,200      
years ago. It had the name of the        
Egyptian ruler Thutmose lll. The girl      
said she found the amulet four years       
ago when she was eight. Spielman      
said she was excited to learn the       
significance of the amulet. 
 

Drone Taxis In Dubai 
By: Trenton M. 

 
The city of Dubai launched a      

drone taxi that carries people around      
the big city. The main point of the        
taxi is so people can get around the        
city without having to use the      
crowded streets. It weighs 440     
pounds and can go up 11,500 feet.       
The maximum speed of the drone is       
about 100 mph. A person weighing      
up to 220 pounds and a small       
suitcase will fit in it. The taxi drone        
could help out people needing to get       
out of the city. 
_____________________________ 

The Syria Gas Attack 
By: Layla Blythe-Davis 

 
Recently there has been more     
information on the Syria gas attack      
on April 4th 2017. There were at       
least 80 people killed and many of       
them were children. 541 people were      

 

Evan poses at an astronaut during 
the field trip to the Longway 
Planetarium on Tuesday. 
Global Warming Impact On Ice 

Found On Arctic Voyage  
By: Brooklyn H. 

 The voyage began in early July, the 
crew observed the amount of ice 
found increased as they went farther 
north, the data showed that the 
surface area of the ice decreased 
also the ice is thinning. The crew got 
daily images from space to avoid 
dangers. The temperatures are 
rising around the world and 34,000 
square miles of ice is lost a year 
because of global warming and has 
a huge impact on earth. 
_____________________________ 

Music Loving Kittens Make 
Street Singers Day 

By: Violet J. 
Street Singer Jass Pangkor was     
singing his final song, something     
magical happened. Four little kittens     
appeared out of nowhere and     
settled down to hear the talented      
musician. Unlike most humans they     
stayed till the end and even swayed       
their little heads to the beat of the        
song. The cute video that has had       
over 3 million views since it      
appeared on YouTube on May 3,      
has helped the talented singer finally      
get some well-deserved recognition. 
 



 

  
 
 
 
 

   
  

 
  

 
  

injured. Russia was attacked by     
Syria and it was a tragedy 

 
  
  
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

    Lost irish beach ”magically” 
re-appears after 33 years 

By:Nik L. 
With its majestic mountains,    
spectacular landscapes, and pristine    
beaches, Ireland’s Achill Island has     
always been a popular European     
tourist destination. However, since    
April, the rugged 57-square mile     
island of just 2,600 residents has      
gained worldwide fame thanks to the      
‘miraculous’ return of a beach that      
was washed away over three     
decades ago. People suspect that     
the tides have changed and sand has       
been deposited. 

 
 

  Lost Irish Beach 'Magically' Reappears After 33 Years 
   By: Easton C 

 
Around Easter this year, something magical happened. For months         
and was transported to the beach by the high winds and powerful            
waves. The beach’s revival also means the return of sand eels, a            
popular local delicacy. Since April the ‘miraculous’ return of a beach           
that was washed away over three decades ago. 
____________________________________________________________ 

   Flying Cars 
By; Evan 

 
Flying cars have been in the works since 1946. They are becoming a reality. 
Ted Hall created two prototypes of convair cars. Crash landing due to low 
fuel caused the hybrid  cars to slow down production.  

   Japanese Towns Seeks Help From 
Dogs To Sniff Out Stomach Cancer 

By: Daniel 
While Japan is known to have higher       
than average rates of stomach     
cancer, the residents of the town of       
Kaneya After a recent report     
revealed that the municipality had     
one of the highest stomach cancer      
rates out of the nation’s 344      
secondary medical districts the town     
officials decided to get its 6,000      
residents tested  in Yamagata.   

Plastic Eating Worms??? 
By: Caleb M. 

Scientists have discovered a type of worm that is able to eat through plastic 
bags, these worms could be used to reduce the waste in landfills though 
they only eat small small holes in the bags themselves scientists are trying 
to find out what makes them able to do this and see if they can mass 
produce it to help reduce pollution. I personally think this is a good idea 
because it could help the environment a lot. 
____________________________________________________________ 
Pokemon by: Braedin 
Do you play pokemon? Well if you do, you should go to Japan.  They have a 
festival that's completely dedicated to it.  There are over 1000 pokemon 
there. They sell cards and they have special Pokemon Go events. I’d go. 
 

Mass washed up in New Zealand 
By Hunter N. 

A twitching black mass that washed      
up on muriwai beach, 25 miles      
northwest of auckland, New zealand,     
has taken the world by storm since       
its discovery by storm since its      
discovery about a week ago. Melissa      
Doubleday,who stumble upon it while     

Australian Teens Invents “Clever GIRL” To Warn Swimmers of Deadly Rip 
Currents 

By: Justin D. 
These Australian Teens invented GIRL (Global Intelligent Rip Locator) to          
save swimmers of rip currents. Rip currents are currents that flow out of             
shore to ‘Rip’ you away from the shore. This invention has won several             
prizes and award to save swimmers from Rip Currents. The witty teenagers            
added: “Girls are smarter than boys anyways.”  
 



 

driving by, initially suspect it to be a        
whale carcass.  

  

Czech Zoo Cheers Birth of 
Endangered Eastern Black Rhino. 

BY:Alex S. 
Experts say it’s a small but important       
step to the animals rise from      
extinction. There are only some 140      
of these Rhinos in zoos. This Rhino       
was born on Oct. 2 in the Dvur        
Kralove zoo. This Rhino will stay with       
its mother for a couple of years.       
Once this Rhino is old enough it will        
be taken to their natural habitat in       
Africa to survive with four other Black       
Rhinos. 

Can An Elevated Bus Stop China’s Traffic Problem 
By:Mikey J. 

 
China has had the idea of a elevated bus since 2011 but people thought              
that it wasn’t safe for the public. But knowing traffic in China is getting any               
better they have decided to give it a try. They have made a test track for the                 
elevated bus and if it completes the track with no problems it will be              
released to the public. This elevated bus will replace normal buses and            
runs on solar energy and electricity. 

     The Albino Orangutan 
By. Anthony Sandlin 

On April 29, officials at the Borneo       
Orangutan Survival Foundation   
(BOSF) received a tip from the local       
police chief that some villagers in      
Indonesia’s West Kalimantan   
province were holding a Bornean     
orangutan captive. When the rescue     
team arrived at the Tanggirang     
village they discovered that instead     
of the signature orange-reddish    
brown hair, the great ape had white       
hair, a paler skin color, and blue       
eyes. The mammal was also very      
sensitive to light.   
  

Robocop in Dubai. 
Adam Paul. 

 
In Dubai researches have made a Humanoid AI that can scan criminals face             
with 80% accuracy from 100 feet away. Though it can’t help people in             
physical distress it does have a touch screen on its chest that can             
automatically call the police. The robot is about 5.5 feet tall and resides in a               
a Dubai mall. They plan to be a 9’8 robot later that can run at 80 Kilometers                 
per hour in 2020 to catch bad guys.  
____________________________________________________________ 

Adorable Pooch Fired for Being too friendly 
By: Logan H. 

Six week old Gavel was fired from his 16 week long training for being to               
friendly. For Gavel though there were better things because as soon as Paul             
De Jersey the governor of queensland heard about it and hired him instantly             
for Vice-Regal dog. He had to sign a special contract for it and his new job                
is great for friendly dogs. His job contains welcoming guest and he has gone              
viral on social media. 
 

Japan’s Spectacular Train suite 
By: Ethan s. 

 
This train is in a magnetic area for        
traction. Then it goes at a speed of        
601 kph 375 mph. This can fit at least         
37 people at once with tables. This       
has a bunch of lounges and      
beverages and nice service. This a      
new hybrid speed train such as      
speeding bullet and is an electrical      
and diesel fuel source. 

      Australian zoo asks for help naming rare white koala 
                                             By:Sophia B 
 

The Australia Zoo in Queensland has welcomed 12 baby koalas this           
breeding session.One the new babies surprised zoo officials. She came out from            
the pouch with snowy, white fur.That is a rarity for the fluffy marsupials. Now, the               
zoo is asking the public to help name this very special koala. A call for names on                 
the zoo’s Facebook page has resulted in more than 1,000 responses.           
Commenters suggested names like Tofu and Pearl. They also suggested          
Daenerys (Mother of Dragons in the Game of Thrones) and Elsa (the princess             
turned queen in Frozen). . 

 

 


